
 

Caroline Golden’s rare sense of humor  
succeeds to rise above all at every visible angle in 
viewing the exhibition The Many Faces of Alice, 
despite the tough expectations of Yad Labanim. 

 
 

SHE CREATES A NEW WORLD 
 
 The Many Faces of Alice is a promising 

name for the artist Caroline Golden’s first 

exhibition in Israel. The exhibition uses collages 

and prophetic translations as a contrast to the 

figures that Alice met in the esteemed author 

Lewis Carroll’s wonderland. It is a large collection 

of works assembled with feminine images in many 

manners and situations, which fill the style of “The 

Empty Truism” in the space at Raanana’s Yad 

Labanim Gallery. The tough expectations kept in 

this place, mature expectations of creativity, bent 

on the expectations and getting tougher on the 

details of the works. It is difficult to view all the 

pieces at once, as there is so much detail and 

creativity. 

 Golden makes all her works as collages. She 

tears, cuts, makes anew, glues pictures one on top of 

another and makes a whole new world on the 

background of unified white. There are no 

fingerprints left by the artist. Pieces of pictures are 

cut as if they are from a machine, without extra ends 

or human mistakes. There is no remainder of glue or 

other materials. The connections and pasted objects 

on the outside are neat and orderly, as if they are 

prepared for an angry boss. The white background of 

her work handily used, repeating itself in unison, and 

thus the personal contact disappears. Golden 

intellectually translates her proof of her inner world 

in a prophetic and perceptible way, and builds strange 

sights without a concrete reality.    
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The woman’s body split up and made anew with the help of different pictures that create a surrounding of no 

real place. As opposed to other current feminist artists, like Cindy Sherman and Rosemarie Trockel, who 

focus on the image of a woman, Golden does not expose herself to the viewer. She does not expose personal 

details or her autobiography. Her world stays secret, using anonymous images that decipher the soul. 

Works such as From the Watch Tower or The Wonderland present the style that repeats in most of 

Golden’s works. Eyes of different sizes, a sectioned mask on the lower half of the face, glasses, wearing 

imaginatively textured clothing, additions of household objects such as furniture and children’s games, and 

the illogical proportions in between different body parts, are connections of different pictures- which show 

the many objects of her style in her work. 

It should also be noted that the prophetic look that sways gently between the works remind us of the 

children’s books in which we can switch to images of a head, hands, feet, a dress, or any other body part that 

are switches of parts on a page. The works, Look Now, and Now Look are really one work that is sectioned 

into two that have a stressed space in between, looking as if it is taken from a children’s book and now the 

artist is turning the pages in between the given parts to switch and decide to shine just with this funny 

portrait. 

Standing out is the work, Exposed, which constitutes a positive point of light in the exhibition. 

Instead of using only photographs, Golden connects the actual object to the work. The woman’s body 

madeout of a photo of a chain of thick threads and from this image, real electric wires branch out. These 

wires succeed in catching the viewers’ eyes, to deceive them, just for a moment, to see what is imaginary and 

what is real. Despite this, Golden does not think of coming closer of bridging the gap between art and real 

life. She is submerged in a personal world, inner, and surrealistic. The body is divided into pictures, such as a 

typewriter, a chest of drawers, a table, a dresser, or any other type of furniture. Everything Golden uses to 

express her inner world is part of the concrete world that she is abolishing. 

Golden’s rare sense of humor succeeds to rise above all at every visible angle of viewing in the 

exhibition The Many Faces of Alice, despite the tough expectations of the viewers of her exhibition.  Thus, 

we can get a small taste of the burden of imagination that fills the space here. The lightness and humor are 

two factors that Golden masters wonderfully. In Israeli art, these two factors are very difficult to remove. She 

does not adhere to any middle ground to gain attention. The strange connections of body parts, the limbs of 

the body in the broad space, all succeed to bring a smile on someone’s face, and for this Golden is deserving 

of praise. 

 Orna Fichman, the curator of the exhibition, is wise to display Golden’s collages purposely now, 

with the start of the school year. For the young viewers among us, who these months are hoping for a 

successful new learning year, careful optimism is promised. How easy is it to start a new school year with a 

small, but true smile on your face. 
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